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ABSTRACT
Web 2.0 is the popular name of a new generation of Web applications, sites and companies that emphasis openness, community and interaction. Examples include technologies such as Blogs and Wikis, and sites such as Flickr. In this paper we compare these next generation tools to the aspirations of the early Hypertext pioneers to see if their aims have finally been realized.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The World Wide Web was originally one of a number of hypertext systems proposed and promoted in the early 1990's [13, 1, 11]. Through its philosophy of simple architecture and open standards, and benefiting from the network effects of its global design, it has since grown into a vastly distributed and diverse information and application platform.

The most recent generation of Web applications and Web sites have been considered by some to be fundamentally different from the ones found on the early Web, these have been grouped together under the term Web 2.0, and while the name is arguably misleading (implying a designed version and a discrete evolution) the concepts beneath it provide a valuable insight into the way in which the Web has evolved.

O’Reilly characterises Web 2.0 applications, websites and companies by example and discussion [20], comparing Web 1.0 efforts such as content management systems, directories and screen scraping with Web 2.0 alternatives such as Wikis, Tagging and Web Services. The Web 2.0 concept is probably still too intangible for a solid classification, however it can be said that the Web 2.0 approach emphasises interaction, community and openness.

In 1945 Vannevar Bush published his seminal paper, “As We May Think” [6], reflecting on how technologies could help solve the problems of post war society. He is now considered to be the inventor of hypertext, and ever since his original work others have been refining his approach, both in terms of what hypertext should offer, how it is interpreted by readers, and also in concrete systems and studies.

Walker has noted that the new generation of Web applications has created a new form of feral hypertext, unrestrained by systems or ownership [22]. In this paper we analyse the field of hypertext research in order to draw out the aspirations of its pioneers and their subsequent refinements by the community, we then compare these aspirations with a number of Web 2.0 systems in order to draw conclusions about how well those earlier ideas have been realised in the modern Web.

2. ASPIRATIONS
In 1987, Halasz took the aspirations of the earlier pioneers and, based on the systems around at the time, described seven issues that had to be considered and resolved in order to progress towards the systems envisioned; these included composite structures, versioning, collaboration and search [12].

In the 1990s there was an effort to create standards for hypermedia systems both in the Web community but also in the Open Hypermedia community, represented by the Open Hypermedia Systems Working Group (OHSWG) [8]. Using standardized protocols and an open architecture, Open Hypermedia systems separate links from content allowing the provision of many functionalities envisioned by early researchers. The same principle can be seen in many web systems today, where links are generated when required (usually from a database) rather than embedded into static pages.

Combining the original aspirations with the issues Halasz describes, as well as taking into account new issues raised in the literature since, allows us to identify a core set of aspirations that we can use to compare Web 2.0 systems. The following aspirations are not meant to be original, or exhaustive, but we believe capture many of the important technical challenges that have been identified by the hypertext research community.

2.1 Search
A key aspiration is that hypertext systems should allow people to search for both content and structure. Content may be multimedia, which would require new matching techniques [4]. Examples of structures in the hypergraph include patterns such as cycles or mirrorworlds [3]. Finally context may be an issue, does the user mean ‘pie’ in the sense of food, or statistical charts [10]? This gives is three aspirations:
Content Search – Content based retrieval, searching for a particular word pattern or multimedia object

Context Search – Typically using meta-data to distinguish between categories of searchable entities

Structural Search – searching for a particular pattern within a hypertext graph

2.2 Structure and Content
Hypertext can include structures beyond a point-to-point link. Links can be n-ary and they can be typed, allowing semantic networks to be modeled – crucial for domains such as argumentative hypertext [7]. Other structures are useful, such as guided tours, and nodes may be comprised of many different resources gathered together in a single composite (analogous to transclusions in Xanadu [17]). Dynamic structures such as user trails are useful to allow people to effortlessly add to the hypertext, and implicitly value its content [21]. From this we can extract four aspirations:

Typed n-ary links – multi-headed, typed links, so an anchor can be semantically associated with more than one destination.

Composition – combining several entities into one collective entity that can be referenced as if it were atomic.

Extended Navigational Structures – non-link structures for advanced browsing, such as guided tours or categorizations.

Trails – Keeping a track of a user’s history to enable recommendations or simple tour authoring

2.3 Dynamic/Adaptive
Hypertext systems should not only deal with static content or structure, dynamism allows hypertext systems to be coupled with live information and affords adaptation and personalization [9]. We can distinguish four aspirations:

Dynamic Content – dynamic creation of entities and content within them, perhaps drawing on live data (such as a DB)

Dynamic Structures – dynamic creation of structures, from simple links, to collections, tours or other structures.

Computation over the network – performing calculations within the hypertext (e.g., triggered by link following).

Personalization – Facility to allow a user to personalize their view of globally available documents and links.

2.4 Versioning
Versioning has long been important in hypertext and information systems [18], in hypertext we can distinguish between versioning the content of nodes and the hypertext itself [14], giving us two further aspirations:

Entity Versioning – Storing a retrievable history of a node, so changes can be reversed, and branches managed

Network Versioning – Taking into account links to other nodes and effectively versioning entire (sub)networks

2.5 Open Authoring
The key to many hypertext systems is the lack of distinction between authors and readers, allowing all users to participate in a hypertext and blurring traditional literary and journalistic roles. Augmenting a live hypertext is often termed annotation and can be done either publicly or privately [15]. Live authoring leads to the possibility of collaboration and collaborative texts. We can extend this to the system itself by allowing users to extend the systems functionality [19]. We can thus factor five aspirations:

Private Annotation – Allowing a single user, or defined group, to augment a personally owned node with comments.

Public Annotation – Allowing any user of the system to add annotations to a public hypertext.

Global Collaboration – The ability for all users to productively work on the same documents independently

Restricted Collaboration - The ability for groups of people to productively work on the same documents independently

Extensibility – Ability for users to extend the functionality of the system, and for the system to grow / scale.

3. THE SYSTEMS
Web 2.0 is not a system, nor even a class of systems, so for our comparison we have to take exemplary technologies and web sites and compare them to the aspirations in order to get an indicative view.

We have also looked at two OHS inspired systems that use the web to deliver open hypermedia. We have done this in order to get some feel of the distance between what is practiced in academic systems and what is the reality of the next generation of web tools.

The first Web 2.0 system we have analyzed is Flickr\(^1\), this is a community site where users can upload and share pictures and tag them with metadata to help other users find images of things that they are interested in – it is often associated with Folksonomies (ontologies that have evolved from community practice). Wordpress\(^2\) is a free blogging system written in PHP, like many blogging systems it supports newsfeed standards such as RSS and ATOM.

We also looked at two Wiki systems. MediaWiki\(^3\) is the PHP wiki engine used by Wikipedia, it allows media content to be uploaded for inclusion in Wiki pages and supports discussion and alternative content namespaces. TWiki\(^4\) is another free Wiki system, written in Perl, it has a strong authentication and versioning engine, which can be used to record and control authoring.

Finally we considered Annotea, a W3C project to define metadata standards for user annotation of Web resources [15], the current client implementation is called Amaya, although there are other efforts to include it natively in browsers such as Firefox.

---

1 Flickr: http://www.flickr.com
2 Wordpress: http://www.wordpress.com
3 MediaWiki: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Media_Wiki
4 TWiki: http://twiki.org/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Web 2.0</th>
<th>Academic / Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flickr</td>
<td>MediaWiki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Search</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Search</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Search</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trails</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Content</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Structure</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typed n-ary links</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Navigational Structures</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computation over the Network</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity Versioning</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Versioning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Annotation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Annotation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Collaboration</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Collaboration</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalisation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensibility</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Hypertext Aspirations mapped against Web systems
(X represents full support, + represents partial support)

We have also looked at two research systems. The first is Xspect, this is an XLink based system that takes OHS links and translates them into XLink, it can then render these in browsers using CSS to convert the XLink structures to HTML and Javascript [2]. The second is an older OHS Web implementation in the form of the DHM/WWW system (based on the DHM Open Hypermedia System). DHM/WWW uses embedded Java applets to add Open Hypermedia Links to Web pages [11].

4. ANALYSIS
Table 1 shows the mapping between the aspirations and the systems. Many systems have partial support of the aspirations. We have judged support as partial if a system does not entirely fulfil an aspiration, but does implicitly address it (for example, Annotea, which partially supports collaboration by allowing users to read and respond to each others annotations). We make the following observations:

- Search is important. Companies such as Google have made search the de facto interface to the web, and its preeminence is reflected here. However, the emphasis on content means that structural search is less well supported.
- Dynamic content and composition are ubiquitous. There is far less support for dynamic structure. This reflects the way in which content is often assembled from live sources, but structure is authored and static. When dynamic structure does appear it is often the result of systems supporting the creation of virtual collections.
- There is no support for typed n-ary links except in the research systems. These are possible to implement on the Web in a number of ways (including XLink) and the lack of support probably indicates that they are not needed in the interface layer. This may be because of a tendency to follow a ‘translate to hypertext’ approach [16] that models semantics in the underlying system, not in the hypertext.
- Navigational structures are diverse. For example: topic collections and bookmarks in Annotea, sets of photos in Flickr, namespaces in MediaWiki, revision list in TWiki, and categories in Wordpress. The structures have evolved as and where they are needed, rather than from a grand scheme.
- There is very little support for versioning. Wikis use versioning (perhaps due to their public authoring approach), but other systems seem to regard their hypertexts as transient and do not bother to version.
- Trails are similar, and are supported where they are judged to be useful, but not when they are considered an overhead.
- All the systems allow private and public annotation, and support collaboration. This is all part of the Web 2.0 philosophy of trusting the wisdom of crowds, and fostering value through participation. This approach is directly in line with the aspirations of the early hypertext community.
• All the systems reflect personalization. However the adaptation models are simple, for example basic filtering, and do not reflect the user modelling and sophisticated reasoning of some research systems.

• Extensibility is universally supported. Just as Web 2.0 encourages participation through usage, it also encourages it through the extension of the system itself by the community.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we set out to show whether Web 2.0 fulfils the aspirations of the original hypertext pioneers, and the community that took up their work. However, it seems that the relationship between Web 2.0 and those original visions is more complex than this: many of the aspirations of the hypertext community have been fulfilled in Web 2.0, but as a collection of diverse applications, interoperating on top of a common Web platform (rather than as one engineered hypertext system).

Some aspirations are unsupported because they seem to be unnecessary for a given domain – so for example, Wiki pages are versioned, but Blogs are not. This indicates that versioning is chosen carefully, to avoid a user overhead if it is not really needed. Other aspirations, such as typed, n-ary links, are hardly supported at all. In the systems that we have looked at, this may be because of the way in which users are supposed to make loose, opportunistic connections, rather than to build a structured network. However it may be because hypertext is not the chosen format for such semantic networks, with system designers choosing to model their information behind the scenes in databases or ontological knowledge bases, and then translating to hypertext where needed (although Semantic Wikis such as Platypus are challenging this trend).

Web 2.0 (meaning the set of applications, web sites and companies that define it) is not totally analogous to the vision of the early hypertext pioneers, mainly because the attributes that they were seeking are not available ubiquitously across all the systems of the Web. It is almost as if Web 2.0 has purposely rejected some of those old aspirations, and the assumptions that went with them, in favour of a more flexible, lightweight and responsive approach. It therefore offers an appealing updated or alternative vision, which addresses the same problems that those pioneers were attempting to solve. The Web 2.0 model is heterogeneous, ad-hoc, evolutionary rather than designed, but above all it is pragmatic and robust, allowing tools and applications to evolve naturally alongside each other, shaped by the communities that they serve.
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